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ABSTRACT
Nations today are urgently challenged with achieving a significant increase in the deployment of renewable energies. In Europe that need has given rise to a debate about the most effective and efficient support strategy. Whilst the different interests debate whether full European harmonisation or strengthening of national support policies for electricity from renewable energy sources (RES-E) is the best way forward, individual national support schemes are rapidly evolving. This study investigates how the EU member states have applied support policy types over the last decade. By identifying predominant developments in the application of feed-in tariffs, premiums, tradeable green certificates, tax incentives, investment grants, and financing support for specific technologies (wind, biomass, PV), this study shows that Europe is currently experiencing certain tendencies towards a ‘bottom-up’ convergence of how national policy-makers design RES-E policy supports. While some outliers remain, the policy supports of most countries become more similar in the policy types applied (dominance of feed-in tariffs) and in their scope of implementation (differentiation for installation sizes and ‘stacking’ of multiple instruments). These trends in national decision-making, which show tendencies of convergence, could make an EU-driven ‘top-down’ harmonisation of support either dispensable or at least (depending on the agreement) less controversial.
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INTRODUCTION
A significant increase in energy production from renewable energy sources (RES) is required in Europe in order to achieve emission reductions and other targets, such as related to security of energy supply. In 2009, the member states of the European Union agreed to legally binding national targets for renewable energy in 2020 (Directive 2009/28/EC). The national targets comprise all energy sectors, meaning that they can be achieved by a combination of the use of renewable energy sources to produce electricity (RES-E), heat/cooling (RES-H) and transportation (RES-T).

In order to achieve the targeted 20% renewable energy production in Europe, significant investment in new renewable projects is required. De Jager et al. (2011) and Ragwitz et al. (2011b) estimated that the annual investment volume would have to be 60-70 billion euros, compared to the current annual investment of 20-53 billion euros. The European energy markets currently do not trigger sufficient investment levels, even with the financial supports available from policy schemes in all member states. Due to a combination of cost of renewable technologies and achievable market returns, it is not expected that the European renewable targets for 2020 will be achieved without strengthened political support (Ragwitz et al., 2011a, p.13; Klessmann et al., 2011).

As required by the EU (Directive 2009/28/EC), every member state has elaborated its own pathway for achieving the target. These pathways were published in the form of National Renewable Energy Action Plans (NREAP) between July 2010 and January 2011 (Beurksens and Hekkenberg, 2011, p. 28). The individual EU countries apply a variety of different policy supports for renewable energy sources. Table 1 shows the most common policy types implemented in the EU.

Table 1. Major RES support strategies implemented in the EU, status: August 2011

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>RES-E</th>
<th>RES-H</th>
<th>RES-T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feed-in tariffs; Guaranteed prices</td>
<td>FIT</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feed-in premiums; Production premiums</td>
<td>FIP</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tender schemes</td>
<td>TND</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quota obligations, Building obligations</td>
<td>TGC</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investment grants</td>
<td>INV</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiscal measures (tax incentives etc.)</td>
<td>TAX</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financing support (loans, etc.)</td>
<td>FIN</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: based on data from de Jager et al.(2011, p. 27-34), Ragwitz et al. (2011a), Winkel et al. (2011), European Commission (2011a)

Of the three renewable energy sectors, RES-E has experienced the most diversified application of support strategies and has also
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the longest history of support. The first EU countries to introduce specific policy support for RES-E were Denmark (1979), Portugal (1988), Germany (1989) and the United Kingdom (1989/90). Today, all EU countries have implemented policy support for RES-E. According to the pathways described in the NREAPs, 33.9% of the electricity consumed in the EU will be produced from renewable energy sources in 2020, with a range from 5% in Estonia to 71% in Austria. As discussed above, strengthening of financial support for RES-E is an important factor in achieving these targets.

1.1 The research interest

In the European Union, two general approaches are being discussed about how to organise policy support for RES-E. One approach is a fully harmonised support system, where the policy types are decided top-down and implemented alike in all member states. Prior to finalising Directive 2009/28/EC, such a harmonisation of RES-E support in Europe was concretely discussed in form of a pan-European quota obligation scheme with tradeable green certificates (TGC). However, ultimately it was not implemented in the Directive (Rowlands, 2005).

A second approach is that all EU countries have an independent choice of policy types and support schemes, so that the RES-E supports develop in a more 'bottom-up' approach. This is the current situation in Europe. Here, the European Commission is responsible for monitoring the activities of the member states and for assessing the established support policies.

More recently, regional concepts, where two or more countries cooperate on a cross-border policy scheme, have increasingly come into discussion. Some early cooperations between countries are starting to be implemented, for example between Sweden and Norway.

Whilst the debate between supporters of full EU harmonisation and supporters of full national independence of RES-E support is ongoing, the national support schemes for renewable energy are rapidly evolving. One possibility is that 'best practices' emerge along with the rapidly evolving national support schemes, and therewith policies may naturally become more similar across the individual member states. It could then be spoken of a 'bottom-up' convergence of RES-E support in Europe, whereby a 'top-down' harmonisation would become either dispensable or at least less controversial, if it coincided with the de facto 'bottom up' convergence. The European Commission sees an immediate need for a convergence of national support schemes. Referring to the EU Energy Strategy, they note that "a greater convergence of national support schemes to facilitate trade and move towards a more pan-European approach to development of renewable energy sources must be pursued" (European Commission, 2011b, p.11).

This study analyses the trends in the way EU member states are applying RES-E support policies to determine whether the national support schemes are in fact converging or diverging. In this respect, the concept of 'convergence' is understood in the notion of similarity in the decisions of policy-makers regarding the policy types to implement for RES-E, such as the choice between feed-in tariffs, tenders or quota obligations. More specifically, it is analysed if there has formed a common European understanding, or 'best practice', of what policy types to use and how to implement them (e.g. for certain technologies or installation sizes). If the choices of policy types and their scope of implementation are increasingly similar, there can be spoken of a 'convergence' of policy support for RES-E.

This is only one of several possible approaches or understandings of convergence. Ragwitz et al. (2011b), for example, argue that a gradual convergence of the key properties of policy instruments, including the use of caps and quantity control in feed-in tariffs, a technology specification in quota systems and such, can be observed (pp. 38-42). While this analysis is certainly relevant, it can be argued that the choice of policy type itself, i.e. the choice of a feed-in tariff over a quota obligation, rather than the design of its properties, is one of the most significant factors in political decision making, and one which either fosters or hinders the potential for cross-border cooperation and harmonisation. Countries that make similar decisions regarding the policy types of their support systems, e.g. those which apply quota obligation schemes, will have a broader basis for cooperation than countries with completely different support systems. The dominance of certain 'best practices' in terms of policy types could lead to more and closer cooperation, and the introduction of (partial) joint support schemes would require a less radical change. The subject of investigation in this article is therefore the choice of policy types.

2 METHOD

As a basis for the analysis, data on the application of policy types for RES-E support was collected from each member state of the European Union. The RES-E policy supports of all 27 countries that are now member of the European Union were analysed from their individual beginnings until the latest status in mid 2011. The focus years are 2000, 2005, 2010 and, because of the very dynamic nature of the subject, changes that occurred between 2010 and 2011 are also taken into account.

The policies were analysed on a detailed level, specific for each policy type and RES technology in each country. Data and background information were drawn from primary and secondary literature on the subject. Major sources for the analysis have been the European Commission (2011a), Haas et al. (2011), Ragwitz et al. (2011), ECN (2011), Winkel et al. (2011), Ragwitz et al. (2011), as well as policy documents from each of the 27 EU countries, mostly obtained through the website from the Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety in Germany, BMU (2011). The data analysis was based on the following criteria: In order to appear in the statistics, a support scheme must be decided, implemented, in force, and open for new RES-E projects in the respective year. Tradeable Green Certificate schemes must have a functional trading platform. Announced schemes, schemes with a legal basis but without concrete implementation, and schemes without sufficient budgets were not considered. Schemes that had no funding in the respective year or were closed for new projects were excluded from the overview.

This study includes all developments until July 2011, support schemes for single technologies and/or for a limited target groups, as well as grants that make use of EU funds. As a result of these and other differences in the treatment of the underlying data, the statistics here are somewhat different from what the European Commission and others presented earlier (European Commission, 2011b, p. 10; Ragwitz et al., 2011).
It should be noted that when a new policy scheme is implemented to replace an existing one, e.g. when a TGC replaces a FIT scheme, the existing RES-E projects often continue to be supported under the old scheme, alongside the new one - this aspect is, however, not in focus of the analysis at hand.

3 RES-E POLICY TYPES APPLIED IN EUROPE

Policy supports for investment in RES-E are typically based on a combination of different policy types. The policies can be differentiated according to their characteristics such as regulatory or voluntary, direct or indirect, investment-focused or generation-focused, and more. Haas et al. (2011) described the categories and their differences in detail.

Here, it is sufficient to focus on policy types that are applied as part of major support schemes in EU member states. These are direct, mostly regulatory support policies. The following policy types are distinguished:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Major support instruments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feed-in Tariffs (FIT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feed-in Premiums (FIP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenders (TND)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quota obligations with tradeable green certificates (TGC)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supplementary support instruments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Investment grants (INV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiscal measures (TAX)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financing support (FIN)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the following section, the different policy instruments are described and the criteria for their categorisations are explained.

**Feed-in tariff (FIT)** schemes have several elements: priority dispatch to eligible generation, long-term perspective, and guaranteed prices. The price is usually either guaranteed for a specific period (a number of years, as in Germany), or for a pre-determined amount of production (e.g. the first 10 TWh, as in Denmark for certain projects).

In most implementations of FIT (especially earlier ones), the producers of renewable electricity are exempt from market participation, and receive the guaranteed price by delivering the power to an obliged off-taker. These FITs are sometimes called 'all-inclusive' tariffs. Here, an institution (often the transmission or distribution system operator) is obliged to off-take the electricity at the guaranteed price, market the electricity and pass on the cost of the scheme, most commonly to electricity consumers, e.g. via public service obligation charges added to the electricity bill.

In some (more recent) applications, the price guarantee is granted in the form of a variable add-on to the market price. Here, a specific target price is determined as the total tariff the producer of renewable electricity should receive. The FIT is paid out as the difference between the target price and the market price. Denmark was the first country to establish such a scheme for wind power in 2000. The categorisation of target-price FIT in this analysis is in line with (amongst others) Couture et al. (2010), where target price FIT are referred to as ‘sliding’ premium-price FIT (p.vii). In other studies, target-price feed-in tariffs have been categorised under feed-in premiums, for example in Winkel et al. (2011). There is indeed a fine line between the two categories, as in both instruments, market price add-ons are being paid. The distinction is made here based on the existence of a target price (hence the name), which is typical for FIT in diminishing market risk for the producer, whereas FIP schemes typically only guarantee the add-on amounts and thus do not reduce the underlying market risk.

The following implementations of Feed-in tariffs currently exist in the EU:

1. **Fixed feed-in tariff**: One tariff is determined for each technology group and changed only with amendments to the regulation (examples are Germany, Portugal, Lithuania).

2. **Time-dependent feed-in tariff**: Two to three different tariffs (day/night, peak/off-peak) are pre-determined for each technology group and changed only with amendments to the regulation (examples are Spain for hydro and biomass, Hungary)

3. **Indexed feed-in tariff**: Tariffs depend on specific market indicators such as the exchange rate to the euro or the price of natural gas, and are therefore not certainly known at the time of investment (an example is Latvia)

4. **Adjusting Feed-in tariff**: Tariffs are not strictly fixed from time of installation, but amendments in the regulation may also apply for existing projects (examples are Bulgaria and Czech Republic)

5. **Target-price Feed-in tariff**: The tariff is guaranteed as target-price and paid out in the form of an adjusting add-on to the market price so that the market price is topped-up (or reduced) to the guaranteed price. Those prices can be pre-determined for technology groups under the regulation or subject to project-specific agreement e.g. through tenders (examples are Denmark and from 2012 onwards also Germany). The rationale behind using target-price Feed-in tariffs is typically to facilitate the market integration of the electricity production under FIT while still providing protection from market risk through the guaranteed target price. Target-price Feed-in tariffs that are based on negotiated prices are also referred to as Contracts for difference (CfD). Currently, the UK is in the process of establishing such a scheme, with the detailed set-up yet to be determined (for up-to-date information, see Department of Energy & Climate Change, 2012).

**Feed-in premiums (FIP)** are guaranteed premiums paid out as fixed add-on to the market price. Generally, a producer of renewable electricity receives a premium per unit (MWh) in addition to the proceeds of selling the power on the free market. As with FITs, the premiums are generally guaranteed for either a fixed period (as in Italy) or a pre-determined production (as in Denmark, for example for 12,000 full load hours).

The following implementations of the guaranteed premium currently exist in the EU:

1. **Fixed Feed-in premium**: A fixed premium is pre-determined by regulation for each eligible technology group, and changed only with amendments of the regulation (examples are Denmark, Spain, Estonia, Slovenia)
2. **Adjusting Feed-in premium**: Tariffs are not strictly fixed for projects, but amendments to the regulations may also apply for existing projects (an example is the Czech Republic). Premiums can also be variable dependent on certain indicators, such as in Spain, where premiums vary on the basis of per-hour market prices, providing a floor and cap for the income of a producer of eligible RES-E. The rationale behind providing caps and floors is typically to protect producers from extensive risk exposure towards low market prices, while limiting the risk of over-compensation for high market prices.

It should be noted that several other studies, including Couture and Gagnon (2010), treat feed-in premiums as a subcategory of Feed-in tariffs.

**Tenders (TND)** are typically used in combination with another policy type. In the specific combinations, quite distinct characteristics arise for authority planning as well as for investor risk. In a tender process, the responsible authority launches calls for tenders for specific projects (or specific groups of projects) with defined amounts of capacities. Potential investors then compete to win the opportunity to develop the project by giving their bid for the required support level and several other specifications (e.g. specific timing of the project, grid positioning, and environmental impact). The most attractive bid, determined by a low requested support level and favourable other specifications, wins the tender. There currently exist two different implementations of tender processes in the EU:

1. **Tenders for fixed Feed-in tariffs** (an example is France)
2. **Tenders for target-price Feed-in tariffs** (an example is Denmark)

In 1994 in Ireland (in AER I), tenders for investment grants were used. This was however discontinued due to limited success of the model, and already in the preceding bidding round AER II in the same year, the tender was re-designed to bidding for fixed feed-in tariffs. The UK also implemented a tender – the Non Fossil Fuel Obligation (NFFO) – in 1990, transferring to a TGC in 2002.

**Quota obligations with Tradable Green Certificates (TGC)**, also called Renewable Portfolio Standards (RPS) with Renewable Energy Certificates. In TGC schemes either producers or suppliers of energy are obliged to have a specific share of renewables in their portfolio (the quota obligation). Thus, in contrast to FIT and FIP, where price levels are controlled by the policy-makers, TGC are referred to as 'quantity'-control instrument. Certificates that represent a certain production from renewables (e.g. 1 MWh of 'green' electricity equals 1 TGC) are used to demonstrate compliance with the quota obligation to the authorities. These certificates can be freely traded on the market and a market price materialises for the certificates in each compliance period (e.g. one year). TGC schemes can be *uniform or differentiated* in the granting of certificates per generated unit of electricity. If the scheme is uniform, all technologies receive the same amount of certificates per generated unit of electricity (examples are Sweden, Belgium, Poland). If they are differentiated, certain technologies receive more certificates per generated unit and others less. The latter is called 'banding' of the certificates (examples are UK, Italy, Romania). In some applications, certificates can be transferred from one compliance period to the next, they are 'bankable'. This increases the stability of the certificate market and can help making the system more efficient (an example is Sweden).

Not included in the analysis are voluntary green certificate trading schemes of the type "guarantee of origin" which do not impose a quota obligation and a penalty of non-compliance.

**Investment Grants (INV)** are financial supports granted by governmental (and European) institutions to investors in renewable energy projects in the form of non-reimbursable payments at the construction phase of a project. Most investment grants are paid out for the construction of a project, so the amount of RES-E being generated from the project is not directly targeted. Often the payments are however subject to e.g. the successful completion and grid connection of a project and the fulfillment of certain performance standards. Most of the European countries have implemented some sort of investment grant scheme for RES-E. The grants range from 5% to more than 70% of the total investment cost.

**Fiscal measures (TAX)** comprise mainly direct fiscal support. Indirect tax incentives, such as eco-taxes on fossil fuels or CO₂-taxes, are not specifically considered as support instrument in this analysis because it is assumed that they are implemented solely to internalise external cost. There are several direct fiscal support measures implemented in the EU:

1. **Income tax reliefs** are granted either as partial or full relief, directly (as for example in Belgium) or through enhanced capital allowances and other favourable depreciation rules on the investment cost (as in UK, Netherlands).
2. **Electricity tax reliefs** are granted in some countries where electricity generators are subject to electricity taxes (as for example in Poland and Latvia).
3. **Reduced value added tax (VAT)** can be applied on sales from eligible technologies (as for example in France and Portugal).
4. **Net metering for own consumption** can have the effect of tax relief from all taxes imposed on energy consumers, generally energy taxes and VAT. RES-E production for own consumption benefits in these cases from such tax reliefs (as for example in Denmark for small house installations).

**Financing support (FIN)**. This category depicts a range of support instruments in the financing area. Regulation No 1828/2006 of the European Commission (2006, Article 43/1) defines such instruments within the context of repayable investments (in contrast to non-reimbursable grants) as 'financial engineering instruments'. These can be reimbursable equity investments or provisions of venture capital by governmental institutions, but also debt financing, e.g. in form of low-interest loans to renewable projects by a governmental financial institution (such as the KfW in Germany). More recently introduced instruments are Mezzanine finance (equity/debt hybrids), equity guarantees, loan guarantees and securitisation products (e.g. provision of credit default swaps), amongst others provided by the European Investment Bank (EIB). These instruments are designed to help the investors of renewable projects to access the capital market and to obtain financing at adequate
4 TRENDS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF SUPPORT SYSTEMS IN EUROPE

Some major trends in the development of national support policies for RES-E in the European Union are investigated in this section. A very obvious and general trend is the rapid development of RES-E policy schemes. Most support schemes are being changed and improved on a continuous basis. Each year, new schemes are implemented and others are amended in many countries of the European Union. Three areas are investigated for trends in more detail:

1. Establishment of renewable support schemes
2. Differentiation of support schemes
3. Combinations of support schemes

The first area of investigation refers to when RES-E support policy schemes are established in the different countries, which types of policies are applied and how that develops over time. The second area refers to the extent to which the application of policy types is differentiated and specialised for certain technologies and installation sizes. The third area of investigation refers to whether and how different policy types are combined to function together in a single country.

4.1 Establishment of renewable support schemes

Prior to 2000, fifteen countries in the EU have provided explicit policy support for RES-E, which were also the fifteen EU member states at that time. In the following years, all other countries which are now EU member states, have introduced RES-E support schemes, so that since 2007 explicit policy support is available for RES-E in all EU countries. This comprehensive development was largely driven by a pan-European policy framework, which amongst other things included the suggestion for a target share of renewable energy already in 1997 (European Commission, 1997), and the recognising of the need for policy support for renewables in the Community guidelines for State aid for environmental protection (European Communities, 2001, p.3).

Table 2 provides an overview of how EU countries have provided RES-E policy support over the past decade.

Only a very limited number of countries strategically provided investment grants or fiscal measures as their primary support instruments. Finland was in fact the only country strategically opting for tax exemptions as major instrument for most renewable technologies until it also implemented a FIT scheme in January 2011 (subject to EC approval), after a FIT for peat in biomass plants had been in place since 2010. In other countries INV, FIN and TAX were (temporarily) the only support instruments mainly due to late or delayed implementation of other major measures, for example in Cyprus, where the in 2003 decided FIT scheme was not enacted until 2009.

4.1.1 Major RES-E support instruments

As of 2011, every EU country has implemented at least one of the major support instruments FIT, FIP, TND or TGC. Amongst the major support instruments, FIT schemes are clearly dominant. They have not only the highest share of countries implementing it (from 50% in 2000 to 85% in 2010), but also the highest growth rate in application: Between 2000 and 2010, each year almost two new countries introduced a FIT scheme on average. In the year 2011, FIT have experienced a slight ‘pull-back’ as the Slovak Republic and Estonia have discontinued their FIT, both to the favour of a FIP scheme remaining in place. This is discussed further in section 5.1.

Denmark was the first country to implement FIP payments in 2003 as fixed premium for new onshore wind installations. Recently, FIP schemes have come more and more into focus, and have reached a maximum of 7 implementations.

Complete re-orientation of policy schemes in a country is relatively rare. A few instances can be mentioned: In 2002, the UK switched from a tendering scheme (under the Non-fossil fuel obligation) to a TGC scheme and is currently considering updating the RES-E support as part of the energy market reform, which includes the possibility of introducing the aforementioned FIT CIDs for larger scale renewable schemes, alongside the FIT for schemes under 5 MW (see section 3). Also Italy introduced a TGC scheme in 2002 after a period of FIT support. Austria switched, after a transition phase, from a TGC scheme (which was discontinued in 2002) to a FIT.

4.1.2 Supplementary RES-E support instruments

Only two countries (Ireland and Slovenia) have not implemented at least one of the supplementary support schemes INV, TAX or FIN. Amongst the supplementary support instruments, investment grants are with currently 20 implementations clearly dominant. They have also the highest growth rate having increased to 400% of the implementations in 2000. This is even a more significant increase than for FIT schemes.

Financing support (FIN) is becoming more and more significant having increased from 4 to 9 implementations. This development is of special interest in the analysis of RES-E policies from a European perspective since this support can actually rather easily be granted
independently from countries and national support schemes. This is further discussed below.

4.2 Differentiation of support instruments

From the analysis above, it becomes apparent that there are many more policy schemes implemented in the EU than there are countries. This is partly due to the differentiated implementation of policy supports, so that specific policy instruments are applied for different parts of the RES-E production. The two most apparent differentiation options are investigated below, namely the technology type and the installation size.

Table 3 shows the number of countries that have implemented the major policy types, differentiated for technologies and installation sizes. The classifications into ‘large’ and ‘small’ installation sizes are made technology-specific, taking typical sizes of PV, biomass, and wind power installations into account. For example, a size of 10MW is large for PV installations, but small for onshore wind power projects. A differentiation of offshore installations is not considered due to the generally large size of such commercial projects.

Table 3. RES-E support policies, differentiated for technologies and installation sizes, status mid 2011

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scheme</th>
<th>Photovoltaics</th>
<th>Biomass</th>
<th>Onshore wind</th>
<th>Offshore wind</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>small (&lt;5MW)</td>
<td>large</td>
<td>small (&lt;20MW)</td>
<td>large</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feed-in Tariffs</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feed-in Premiums</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tendering scheme</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tradable Green Cert.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is a small tendency for tendering schemes to be applied to large installation sizes, especially for PV, where three countries apply TND schemes for large installations, but only one country also requires tendering rounds for (groups of) small installations. However, due to the low number of schemes implemented, no overall conclusions can be drawn. Offshore wind installations, with their typically large size, have a significantly different distribution of policy types than the other considered technologies. A higher share of the countries applies TND schemes (4 out of 17 countries that offer support for offshore wind).

4.3 Combinations of support instruments

After having analysed the establishment of policy schemes and their differentiation according to technologies and installation sizes, a third area of investigation becomes possible: how the differentiated policy instruments are combined.

The average number of support instruments per country is an indicator of the willingness of countries to combine several instruments in their policy support. Table 4 shows that the average number of support schemes has increased significantly from one instrument per country in 2000 to three instruments per country in 2011.

There are two general ways on how support instruments can be combined. Firstly, two or more support instruments can be implemented in parallel, so that RES-E producers may choose their preferred type of support. This is mostly the case for FIT and FIP combinations. Secondly, different instruments can be made available for specific parts of the RES-E production (e.g. TND for offshore wind, or all projects below 12 MW are eligible for a FIT).

Table 4. Average number of support instruments applied per country in the EU, 2000-2011

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>RES-E policy instruments</th>
<th>major support instruments</th>
<th>supplementary support instruments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5 shows how the different policy instruments are combined with each other in EU member states. Only the most relevant and significant combinations are listed in the table. This analysis shows for example that of the 27 countries which have implemented a major support instrument in 2011 (see Table 2), 17 countries apply only one major instrument, eight countries apply two and the remaining two countries apply even three major instruments. Out of the 21 countries that apply FIT (see Table 2), five countries have combined them with FIP, and five others with TND.

4.3.1 Major support instruments

The combination of major support instruments for RES-E is a rather recent phenomenon. In 2000, no country had implemented more than one major instrument. In 2010, the number was temporarily up to 13 countries applying at least two major instruments. Two EU countries even apply three major instruments. One of them is Denmark, which provides support for onshore wind and biomass in the form of fixed FIP, support for PV and other technologies in the
form of fixed FIT, and support for offshore wind in the form of TND for guaranteed feed-in prices. The other country, Italy, has next to its general TGC scheme also implemented a FIT scheme for small projects (up to 1 MW) and a FIP scheme for solar power.

A parallel implementation is most commonly seen for FIT and FIT schemes, where FIP is the 'additional' instrument. Spain is since 2004 the most prominent example for a long-term parallel implementation of FIT and FIP. In some other countries, the two instruments are implemented in parallel for a period, before a transition is initiated. This can be seen for transitions from a FIT to FIP scheme, as in the Slovak Republic, where the FIT has been phased out in 2010 and only the FIP remains.

Most TND schemes are now tenders for guaranteed prices, which are obviously closely related to FIT schemes. In fact, most current TND schemes were introduced in addition to an already existing FIT scheme.

TGC schemes are prone to be used as sole major instrument, because the size of the certificates market is a success factor for the instrument (for example in relation to target setting, see Morthorst, 2000). However recently, TGC schemes were supplemented by FIT schemes, namely in Italy from 2008 and in the UK since April 2010. The combined use of TGC and FIT represents a shift in political decision making in the two countries, away from a support that is based on pure quantity-control (TGC) towards a more differentiated support including both quantity and price control (TGC and FIT).

4.3.2 Supplementary support instruments

A significant trend in the development of supplementary support instruments is the increasing number of countries who use two or even three supplementary instruments in parallel. In 2011, this reached a new maximum of 13 countries. All relevant combinations have increased over the last decade and there is no clear trend for certain combinations to become dominant.

4.3.3 Major and supplementary support instruments

From the analysis of combining major support instruments, it is understood that the implementation of FIP and TND is very closely related to FIT schemes. Therefore, the focus is on TGC and FIT only in the following analysis. Conclusions for FIP and TND can then be drawn from the results related to FIT schemes.

From Table 5, it becomes apparent that in absolute terms, the combination of FIT and INV is dominant, which is of course due to the dominance in the implementation of both the instruments. Relatively seen, the trend to combine a major instrument with supplementary instruments is equally significant for both FIT and TGC schemes. Currently, there is no TGC scheme where not at least one of the supplementary instruments is implemented in parallel, and there is only one country (Slovenia) where no supplementary instrument is available next to the FIT/FIP scheme. Financial support instruments (FIN) show the greatest difference in the application under a FIT or TGC scheme, respectively. They are almost solely implemented in countries that use FIT as major support instrument.

5 DISCUSSION AND POSSIBLE FUTURE TRENDS

The above described analysis and its results can help to draw conclusions on some trends in the development of RES-E policy supports in Europe. The results should however be interpreted carefully, as the analysed data do not represent a statistically sufficient quantity for general conclusions. Nor were policy makers’ intentions and planning taken into consideration –only those policy support schemes that were finally implemented have entered the database. It might bias the conclusions regarding a convergence dependent on policy decision-making whenever the implementation of ‘decided’ policies was prohibited or delayed by other factors, such as bureaucratic or other processes.

5.1 Discussion of observed developments

There is a rapid development of RES-E policy supports. As was shown by the historical analysis, the RES-E support landscape in the European Union has changed a great deal in just one decade. It can be expected that much of the development is driven by policy makers’ efforts to make their national RES-E policy support schemes more successful - that is, to make them more effective and efficient.

In that regard, many detailed studies have been conducted to assess the performance of either the policy support in one country or of a specific policy instrument in several countries (see for example Ragwitz et al., 2007; Jacobsson et al., 2009; Held et al., 2010; Ragwitz et al., 2011; Menanteau, et al., 2003; Morthorst, 2003). Many of these studies have presented policy recommendations and best practices for policy makers, which may have contributed to a pan-European understanding of which policy types to implement for the support of RES-E.

This section discusses whether the observed trends described in section 4 show characteristics of a convergence, and where there
are exceptions from the rule. A precondition for a comprehensive development of RES-E policy support in Europe is the existence of support schemes in all countries. Since 2007, all of the 27 EU countries have implemented RES-E supports, and since 2010 all of them have provided support with at least one of the three major support instruments: FIT, FIP or TGC.

The first significant trend in the development of RES-E policy supports in the EU, shown in section 4.1, is the dominant use of price-control instruments (i.e. FIT or FIP), especially FIT. They are not only implemented in most countries, they also show the highest growth rate throughout the period. While TGC schemes experienced a small ‘boom’ in the early two-thousand, no new TGC scheme has been implemented after 2005. On the contrary, existing TGC schemes have lately been supplemented with FIT schemes for small installation sizes in the UK and in Italy. In mid 2011, there remain four ‘outlier’ countries that do not apply any form of price-control instrument. These are Belgium, Sweden, Romania and Poland.

Secondly, section 4.2 shows the differentiation of major policy types according to installation sizes. FIT are again dominant, especially for small installations. On average, there are 44% more countries applying FIT for small installations than for large ones, across all technologies. Some examples of specialised FIT for small installations are France (TND for large installations), Italy and the UK (TCG for large installations), as well as Slovenia (FIP for large installations). Other countries support only small installations of certain technologies, such as Hungary and Luxembourg. The results suggest that there has formed a common understanding amongst policy makers that price-control schemes are especially suitable for small installations. However, there are still several countries that do not differentiate their major support schemes for installation sizes, such as Germany (FIT for all sizes and technologies) or Sweden and Belgium (having implemented a single major scheme, i.e. TCG). Here, some sort of persistence seems to remain next to a common trend of convergence.

The third significant trend, shown in section 4.3, is that European countries have begun to apply multiple support instruments at the same time. This observation goes also in line with the above described trend to differentiate policy support. Countries apply now a whole range of different support policy instruments in combination (they ‘stack’ instruments) rather than having one major and/or supplementary instrument, which was still the norm in the year 2000. Denmark was at the forefront of applying multiple instruments and currently applies six of the seven investigated policy types. Also France, Portugal, Italy, Netherlands and Spain all apply four to five policy types in parallel, including at least two parallel major support instruments. Furthermore, certain combinations of support instruments are dominant: Especially FITs are used in combination with other major support instruments, especially FIP and TND, but also TGC in the UK and Italy. An outlier country seems to be Ireland, which currently has only one single instrument in place, namely FIT.

Based on these three trends, it can be concluded that there are certain areas, in which the national policy makers in Europe are making more and more similar decisions. This development could indicate that a bottom-up convergence is ongoing in the respect it is investigated here: Firstly, policy makers make more similar decisions in what policy types they implement, namely price-control instruments become more and more dominant. Secondly, they are also converging in how they are implementing the instruments, namely they use the instruments more differentiated and ‘stacked’. Especially FITs are applied most significantly for small installation sizes. The average number of policy instruments in a country has grown from one to three parallel instruments.

This analysis has however also shown that some diverse practices are persistent. There are countries that do not apply price-control instruments at all, and some countries do not differentiate or ‘stack’ instruments. What is revealed here are dominant trends, not comprehensive developments that include all countries. It cannot be concluded that (even if the current trends are followed further) the development of national policy supports would eventually culminate in completely comparable policy supports. One should rather expect an incomplete alignment of policy supports through such a bottom-up development, with some ‘outliers’ remaining. On the other hand, a ‘top-down’ harmonisation cannot guarantee a full alignment either. In Europe also some top-down developments show signs of partial convergence, as can be seen in the progress on the internal gas and electricity market and the number of ongoing infringement procedures (European Commission, 2011c).

It is still to be seen whether the differentiation and ‘stacking’ of policy instruments actually improves the effectiveness and efficiency of RES-E policy supports in the EU. Both positive and negative effects can be induced by combining different support schemes. For example adding an FIT scheme to an existing TGC scheme can foster investment from smaller investors (see Mitchell et al., 2006), but it could also decrease the market volume for certificates, which could make the TGC scheme less efficient.

The effect of combining major and supplementary instruments should also be investigated regarding the effectiveness and efficiency. For example, combining tax incentives with major operating-support schemes, or combining investment grants with tendering schemes, could potentially produce severe overlapping and distorting effects, especially when not all project developers or investors can benefit from all schemes equally. It could e.g. occur that there exist restrictions for receiving grants for certain market players or that different companies have different qualifying tax bases in case of tax reliefs. Such distorting effects are not always investigated detailed enough at the time a new instrument is added to the RES-E supports in a given country.

This analysis identifies and describes trends in RES-E policy supports in Europe; it does not answer the question of what causes the observed trends. With a better understanding of the causes, it would be possible to discuss to what extent the increased use of combinations might be a transitional phenomenon related to different phases in RES-E policy support. In some countries, we can already now see a decline in certain combinations, such as in the Slovak Republic, where FIT and FIP were implemented in parallel for a period, before the FIT scheme was discontinued to the benefit of the FIP scheme.

The reason for transitioning from FIT to FIP schemes could lie in market integration issues. The higher the deployment of RES-E in terms of market share, the more important integration of RES-E becomes. Not all policy types are equally capable of integrating RES-E into the overall market. Fixed FIT schemes tend to route RES-E directly from the producer to the consumer, parallel to the
market. In this case, producers of RES-E are not market participants and cannot directly respond to market signals, e.g. negative prices in case of over-supply. FIP schemes typically integrate RES-E fully into the market, so that producers of RES-E can respond to market signals. On the other hand, Ragwitz et al. (2007) show that FIP tend to have higher remuneration levels than FIT in order to compensate for the higher risk connected with the exposure to market prices (p.117). Market integration could thus be one underlying driver of the changes observed in the application of policy supports in Europe, and could account for the increasing use of FIP and target-price FIT.

In addition to the trends observed in the historical analysis, certain new developments, which will also have an influence on the development of national RES-E supports, are expected to become apparent in the near future. Two of them are described in the following section.

### 5.2 Future Trend 1 - Coordination of renewable support between countries

Assuming that all EU member states meet their renewable targets by 2020, and develop according to the paths laid out in their NREAPs, ten countries will have an RES-E share of more than 50%, while more than half of the European countries will have a RES-E share of 35% or more (based on data from Beurskens and Hekkenberg, 2011; ECN, 2011). Achieving these deployment shares will require significant efforts to integrate the renewable electricity into the system.

As mentioned in the introduction, the European Commission has claimed that this integration will require the coordination of support across European countries. For this purpose, Directive 2009/28/EC introduces three options for EU member states to cooperate in reaching their renewable targets. By making use of cooperation mechanisms, countries become more flexible in terms of how to reach their national targets.

The cooperation options introduced by the EC directive are (see Klessmann et al., 2010, p.4):

1. **Statistical transfers**, where renewable production is ex-post transferred from one country’s statistics to another’s, based on negotiated conditions,
2. **Joint projects**, where countries jointly set framework conditions for projects; this may include that one country provides support payments to a project in another country, and
3. **Joint support schemes**, where countries define a joint support and then use e.g. statistical transfers to allocate the renewable production among themselves.

Six EU countries have integrated the use of cooperation mechanisms into their NREAPs on a quantitative basis (ECN, 2011). In total, the expected cross-border trade accounts for the very limited amount of ca. 0.4% of the expected EU renewables production in 2020 (ECN, 2011).

Nevertheless, cooperation activities could become the next trend in the development of European renewable support. Several cooperation activities, especially in form of regional concepts have so far been announced. One example of ongoing cooperation is Italy, which imports RES-E from Serbia and therewith covers part of its renewable production target with that imported electricity. Norway and Sweden have jointly established a common certificate market and have implemented it in January 2012 (Ministry of Petroleum and Energy, 2010).

When cooperating on joint projects and joint support schemes, policy makers must coordinate their decisions and, in case of joint support schemes, also agree on a common policy type to be applied in the scheme, even if it is limited to certain technologies or areas. The need for agreement will in the nature of the case lead to further convergence of RES-E supports in Europe. The potential of cooperation options in relation to the effect on a convergence of national RES-E policy supports remains to be analysed. Assessing the related benefits, potential impacts and barriers on the national and international levels will be key for contributing valuably to the discussion.

### 5.3 Future Trend 2 - Country independent renewable support

Country-independent supplementary instruments are coming increasingly into focus. The more ‘traditional’ instruments such as investment grants and other non-repayable assistance are already broadly applied on European basis. Financial engineering instruments are a more recent phenomenon. Both are applied mostly independently from the national support system.

Most European initiatives are implemented through the European Investment Fund (EIF), which is part of the European Investment Bank (EIB). The following paragraph is based on information the EIF provides on its own website (EIF, 2012) and on de Jager et al. (2011, p. 57-78). The EU-wide initiatives are typically designed for specific areas such as small and medium enterprises (SME) or urban development and are therewith not restricted to renewables support. The EIF/EIB provides practically all of the financial engineering instruments which are described in section 2. Their services range from venture capital investments (since 1997) to credit enhancement (since ca. 2007). The services are mostly financed through Programmes from the European Commission, for example within the Entrepreneurship and Innovation Programme reaching from 2007 to 2013, which includes a facility for equity investment (High growth and innovative SME Facility) and a facility for loan guarantees (SMEG). The most prominent examples for ‘novel’ EIF support are the JEREMIE and JESSICA programmes, financed as part of the European Structural Funds. Investors in renewable projects can be supported by equity and loan investments through revolving holding funds and by different guarantees.

The support provided by the EIF/EIB is country-independent in the sense that projects are supported independently from the national support scheme. It is not country-independent from a regulatory perspective, as each EU member state has to allow the EIB to act on its territory and/or has to allocate respective funds from the national budget, e.g. a share of the Structural Funds.

Financial engineering is a new area for renewable support and it is promoted by the European Union. In February 2011, the European Commission has published a Guidance Note on Financial Engineering Instruments (European Commission, 2011d) that supports the EU member states in the implementation and the use of financial engineering instruments. Therefore it is most probable that the further developments of the national support schemes in this area will be orientated towards the European guidelines and will develop in a similar direction.
6 CONCLUSIONS

This study has shown that there are indications for a bottom-up convergence of the choices of policy-makers regarding the types of policy to use and for which scope to implement them for supporting RES-E in the EU. National policy-makers are continuously implementing, changing and improving their support for RES-E in their country - and in that process, most national policy supports become increasingly similar.

By undertaking an analysis of the type of RES-E supports implemented in each country of the EU for the years 2000 to 2011, several trends have been identified and discussed. The major developments observed are:

Firstly, all European countries have established at least one and on average even three support instruments for RES-E. The dominating support instruments are feed-in tariffs as major support scheme and investment grants as supplementary support scheme.

Secondly, the type of support becomes more tailored to the installation sizes. Smaller installations are significantly more often supported with feed-in tariffs schemes than larger ones. The technology type is in this regard not a significant factor.

Thirdly, the policy instruments are used more in combinations with each other (‘stacking’ of policy instruments). Not only are major instruments combined with more supplementary instruments, also major support instruments are implemented in parallel. The dominant trend is combining FIT and FIP schemes. More recently, also TGC schemes are being combined with FIT. The trend of utilising multiple policy instruments at once could become an important development, as this increased flexibility of policy-makers to apply multiple and differentiated policy instruments will be of advantage for further cross-border cooperation.

Potential driving factors for the observed trends have been discussed, such as the increased need for market integration and transitional processes. Two expected future trends have been introduced, namely the cooperation of countries on RES-E supports, possibly leading to first implementation of regional concepts in the near future, and the emergence of country-independent supports, especially in the area of financial engineering instruments.

Also outlier-countries have been discussed that diverge from the trends to apply price-control support (such as Sweden and Poland) and to ‘stack’ and differentiate instruments (such as Ireland and Germany). Certain approaches seem to be persistent in some countries. It remains to be seen if these countries will follow some of the common trends in the future or if the convergence will only be partial.

However, the results of the analysis suggest that for a large majority of the European countries, decisions on the types of policy to use and on the scope for which to implement them are slowly being more and more aligned even without direct policy intervention from European level. With that development continuing, an EU-driven ‘top-down’ harmonisation of support might become either dispensable or at least less controversial.

It is an interesting fact that at the same time as this bottom-up development is ongoing, the European Commission seems to have become more flexible in the discussion of national RES-E supports rather than a ‘top-down’ harmonisation, therewith opening up the room for a ‘best practice’ to evolve. One can expect that each of the two developments is influenced by the other.

There is certain reason to expect a further development into the direction of a bottom-up convergence of RES-E policy supports, amongst others because of new developments arising from cooperation mechanisms and new country-independent financing support in the European Union. Regional support concepts, where countries join up and establish common RES-E support schemes are expected to become a significant driving force towards more harmonised RES-E support in Europe.
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APPENDIX: SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

Overview of RES-E policy types applied in the EU 27 countries in the years 2000, 2005, 2010 and 2011, differentiated for technologies.
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### APPENDIX. Supplementary material to: Kitzing et al. (2012), Renewable energy policies in Europe: Converging or Diverging?

**EU Member State** | **First explicit RES-E support** | **Major support instruments before 2000** | **Major support instruments in 2000** | **Major support instruments in 2005** | **Major support instruments in 2010** | **Major support instruments in 2011** |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Denmark 1979</td>
<td>1970–: INV, wind, biogas 1990–99: FIT, wind, biomass</td>
<td></td>
<td>FIT FIT FIT FIT TND(L) FIT FIT FIT FIT</td>
<td>FIT FIT FIT FIT FIT FIT FIT FIT TND(L) FIT</td>
<td>FIT FIT FIT FIT FIT FIT FIT FIT TND(L) FIT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal 1988</td>
<td>1988: FIT, all techn.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>FIT FIT FIT FIT FIT</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>FIT FIT FIT FIT FIT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany 1989</td>
<td>1989–95: INV+FIT; wind (PV) from 1990: FIT, all techn.</td>
<td></td>
<td>FIT FIT FIT FIT FIT</td>
<td>FIT FIT FIT FIT FIT</td>
<td>FIT FIT FIT FIT FIT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom 1985/90</td>
<td>1950–95: TND, select techn via the Non-fossil fuel obligation (NFFO)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>transition phase</td>
<td>TGC TGC TGC TGC TGC</td>
<td>TGC TGC TGC TGC TGC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy 1992</td>
<td>1990–97: FIT, all techn.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>INV - -</td>
<td>TGC TGC TGC TGC TGC</td>
<td>TGC TGC TGC TGC TGC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria 1992</td>
<td>1992–94: INV + FIT, PV</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>TGC n/a TGC</td>
<td>TGC n/a TGC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden 1994</td>
<td>1994: FIT, all techn., 1994–2003: TAX, wind, biomass</td>
<td>- TGC TGC TGC TGC TGC TGC</td>
<td>FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S)</td>
<td>FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S)</td>
<td>FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece 1994</td>
<td>1994: InvGr, all techn.</td>
<td>- TGC TGC TGC TGC TGC</td>
<td>FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S)</td>
<td>FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S)</td>
<td>FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland 1994</td>
<td>1994–2001: NND, focus on wind</td>
<td>- TGC TGC TGC TGC TGC</td>
<td>FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S)</td>
<td>FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S)</td>
<td>FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembour 1994</td>
<td>1994: FIT</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>TGC n/a TGC</td>
<td>TGC n/a TGC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands 1994</td>
<td>1994: TAX, 1995–: FIN (low interest rates)</td>
<td>- TGC TGC TGC TGC TGC</td>
<td>FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S)</td>
<td>FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S)</td>
<td>FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France 1995</td>
<td>1995–: INV, PV, hydro, wind 1996: TND wind</td>
<td>- TGC TGC TGC TGC TGC</td>
<td>FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S)</td>
<td>FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S)</td>
<td>FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain 1997</td>
<td>1997–2000 large hydro (1997–2004: FIT, all techn.)</td>
<td>- TGC TGC TGC TGC TGC</td>
<td>FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S)</td>
<td>FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S)</td>
<td>FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland 1997</td>
<td>1997–: TAX</td>
<td>- TGC TGC TGC TGC TGC</td>
<td>FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S)</td>
<td>FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S)</td>
<td>FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia 2002</td>
<td>2002–3: FIT, wind, solar, biomass</td>
<td>- TGC TGC TGC TGC TGC</td>
<td>FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S)</td>
<td>FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S)</td>
<td>FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S) FIT(S)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania 2002</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>FIT FIT FIT FIT FIT</td>
<td>FIT FIT FIT FIT FIT</td>
<td>FIT FIT FIT FIT FIT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia 2003</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>FIT FIT FIT FIT FIT</td>
<td>FIT FIT FIT FIT FIT</td>
<td>FIT FIT FIT FIT FIT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary 2003</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>FIT FIT FIT FIT FIT</td>
<td>FIT FIT FIT FIT FIT</td>
<td>FIT FIT FIT FIT FIT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malta 2004</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>FIT FIT FIT FIT FIT</td>
<td>FIT FIT FIT FIT FIT</td>
<td>FIT FIT FIT FIT FIT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyprus 2004</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>FIT FIT FIT FIT FIT</td>
<td>FIT FIT FIT FIT FIT</td>
<td>FIT FIT FIT FIT FIT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia 2004</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>FIT FIT FIT FIT FIT</td>
<td>FIT FIT FIT FIT FIT</td>
<td>FIT FIT FIT FIT FIT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovak Republic 2005</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>FIT FIT FIT FIT FIT</td>
<td>FIT FIT FIT FIT FIT</td>
<td>FIT FIT FIT FIT FIT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania 2005</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>FIT FIT FIT FIT FIT</td>
<td>FIT FIT FIT FIT FIT</td>
<td>FIT FIT FIT FIT FIT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland 2005</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>FIT FIT FIT FIT FIT</td>
<td>FIT FIT FIT FIT FIT</td>
<td>FIT FIT FIT FIT FIT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic 2005/06</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>FIT FIT FIT FIT FIT</td>
<td>FIT FIT FIT FIT FIT</td>
<td>FIT FIT FIT FIT FIT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria 2007</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>FIT FIT FIT FIT FIT</td>
<td>FIT FIT FIT FIT FIT</td>
<td>FIT FIT FIT FIT FIT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


FIT: Feed-in-tariff; FIP: Feed-in Premium; FIP(T): Feed-in premium or feed-in tariff by choice; FIT(S): Feed-in tariff for small installations, typically <1MW, in some cases <5MW, in France <12MW; TGC: Tradeable Green Certificates in a quota obligation system; TND: Tenders, TND(L): Tenders for large installations, >10MW, InvGr: Investment Grant (only mentioned if substantial amount of total cost and no other instrument available); TAX: Tax incentive or tax relief (only mentioned if applied as major support instrument); Other: Include wave & tide, solar thermal, small scale hydro, geothermal, biogas

* In order to appear in the statistics, a support scheme must be decided, implemented, in force, and open for new projects in the respective year. TGC systems must have a functional trading platform. Announced schemes, schemes with a legal basis but without implementation, and schemes without sufficient budget are not considered.